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Many men aim high; Tom Farrell dares to be average. While his friends accumulate wedding rings,
mortgages, and even, alarmingly, babies, Tom still lives alone in his rented apartment with nothing but
condiments and alcohol in his refrigerator. He spends Saturday mornings watching cartoons and eating
Cocoa Puffs out of an Empire Strikes Back bowl, and devotes the rest of the weekend to his other favorite
hobbies: sports and girls. His credo, to think and act like a thirteen-year-old boy at all times, has worked well
enough to land him a decent job writing headlines for the New York Tabloid. But neither his personal life
nor his professional life has any forward momentum; he's occupied the same cubicle since the first George
Bush was president and is currently "between girlfriends." At thirty-two, it starts to occur to him: There's a
fine line between picky and loser.

Enter a sly, beautiful coworker named Julia. After a few torrid dates, Tom is hooked. "She's like cleaning
behind my refrigerator. A once-in-a-lifetime thing." But the closer he gets to Julia, the more elusive she
becomes. Frustrated, Tom seeks the dubious advice of his buddy Shooter, a shallow sexual gladiator, and
wonders why he keeps getting into arguments with Bran, his smart, sarcastic "default date." But then tragedy
strikes, and everyone's attitudes toward life and love change -- and even Tom begins to see himself in a new
light.

By turns riotous and tenderhearted, Kyle Smith's Love Monkey is the most candid and excruciatingly funny
exploration of the male mind and libido since High Fidelity.
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From reader reviews:

David Stephenson:

Book is to be different for each and every grade. Book for children until eventually adult are different
content. As it is known to us that book is very important normally. The book Love Monkey had been making
you to know about other information and of course you can take more information. It is very advantages for
you. The e-book Love Monkey is not only giving you considerably more new information but also to
become your friend when you really feel bored. You can spend your own spend time to read your reserve.
Try to make relationship with the book Love Monkey. You never truly feel lose out for everything when you
read some books.

Bernard Walker:

Do you considered one of people who can't read enjoyable if the sentence chained within the straightway,
hold on guys this aren't like that. This Love Monkey book is readable through you who hate the straight word
style. You will find the details here are arrange for enjoyable examining experience without leaving actually
decrease the knowledge that want to provide to you. The writer connected with Love Monkey content
conveys objective easily to understand by many individuals. The printed and e-book are not different in the
articles but it just different as it. So , do you nevertheless thinking Love Monkey is not loveable to be your
top list reading book?

Chris Robins:

Does one one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt if you are in the book store? Aim to pick
one book that you never know the inside because don't judge book by its deal with may doesn't work at this
point is difficult job because you are afraid that the inside maybe not because fantastic as in the outside
appear likes. Maybe you answer might be Love Monkey why because the wonderful cover that make you
consider concerning the content will not disappoint a person. The inside or content is usually fantastic as the
outside or cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly assist you to pick up this book.

Ian Bracy:

Publication is one of source of information. We can add our know-how from it. Not only for students but in
addition native or citizen require book to know the up-date information of year for you to year. As we know
those ebooks have many advantages. Beside most of us add our knowledge, may also bring us to around the
world. From the book Love Monkey we can consider more advantage. Don't you to definitely be creative
people? To be creative person must like to read a book. Merely choose the best book that suitable with your
aim. Don't end up being doubt to change your life at this book Love Monkey. You can more inviting than
now.
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